
 

      

Garlando F-200 maple table football with outgoing rods  

  

Product features:  

Material: MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard)
Packaging dimensions:
Product weight:
Table football auctions: Aste Uscenti

  

Product description:  

The Garlando F-200 table football with protruding rods guarantees the necessary sturdiness for even frequent
use: ideal for offering maximum gaming pleasure to the whole family.

 The beech colored MDF cabinet It has a melamine coating and a thickness of 2 cm.

 The square legs (9 x 9 cm) in MDF with a thickness of mm. 15 have a black melamine covering. The considerable
dimensions guarantee the necessary stability on the ground. This model does not provide the possibility of installing
adjustable feet. If you need to level the playing field please consider choosing another model.

 The rods have a diameter of mm. 16 in high torsion-resistant drawn steel with anti-rust chrome plating. The quality of
the material used, together with the 2 millimeter thickness, prevents the temples from bending, maintaining a perfect
shape for a long time. It is possible to choose between outgoing rods and retracting (telescopic) rods.

 Safety device for the rods (telescopic rods): upon request it is possible to supply the table football with telescopic
safety rods to replace the outgoing ones. Made of the same material and with the same technical characteristics as
the outgoing ones, they differ in their operation, which ensures the maximum level of safety.

 In telescopic rods, a smaller diameter rod slides inside the rod with the players, the end of which reenters the
furniture without coming out, thus avoiding the risk of hitting children's faces and eyes.

 The rods are fixed to the furniture using nylon bushings.

 Single-colored figures in plastic material (moplen) representing a stylized human figure, fixed to the rods with direct



 

      

molding: they do not move, they do not move, they maintain their position perfectly. Team colours: red and blue.

 The steel ball bearings inside the bushings significantly improve the smoothness of the shafts: it increases the
speed, and therefore the pleasantness, of the game, while reducing the stress on the players' wrists.

 The playing field is made of tempered glass with a white background and gray lines.

 Insertion of balls onto the pitch via two outlets on the sides of the table football table .

 The recovery of the balls in the goal, simple and immediate, occurs manually via two ball catchers placed behind the
goals.

 Plastic scoreboard cubes, in colors coordinated with the little men.

 Supplied with 10 white Standard model balls

 This table football maintains an excellent quality/price ratio
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